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Agenda

1. Setting the stage for our work together
2. Bookend - Core Principles of OG
3. Overview of 3 Key Questions
4. Group Lesson Plan
5. Bookend - Core Principles of OG
6. Try Tomorrow? & Wrap-Up





Core Principles of OG Approach Evidence

● Multisensory teaching/learning
● Diagnostic and prescriptive
● Direct and explicit instruction
● Systematic, structured, sequential 

phonics and linguistics
● Repetition, reinforcement, feedback, 

checking for understanding, spiraling 
back

● Build from known to unknown, simple 
to complex, concrete to abstract

● High levels of student engagement, 
including inquiry and project based 
pursuits

● Cognitive - teaching kids to think
● Emotionally-sound environment



3 Key Questions

1. What should I consider 
when creating a 
pair/small group? 

2. How do I manage a 
group?

3. What should I consider 
when I am planning an 
OG lesson for a 
pair/small group?

when preparing to teach 2+ 
students using the OG approach



1. What should I consider when creating a 
pair/small group? 

Use of formal and informal assessment to identify students 
with most closely aligned skills - initially across THREE key 
domains:

● phonological awareness
● letter ID and sound/symbol correspondence 
● decoding/encoding



Phonological Awareness

Phonological Awareness 
Skills Test (PAST)

CORE (Phonics phoneme 
deletion/segmentation)

Comprehensive Test of 
Phonological Processing 
(CTOPP)



DIBELS (letter identification, 
nonsense words)

universal screening/assessment 
(letter identification and 
sound/symbol)

Letter Identification & Sound/Symbol



Decoding & Encoding

Quick Phonics Screener (QPS)

Wilson Assessment for Decoding 
and Encoding (WADE)

CORE (Phonics Survey)

Words Their Way - spelling 
inventories



Once you’ve gathered data from formal and informal 
assessments, make group composition decisions with 
these considerations:

● skills
● learning profile (including anxiety and attention)
● exposure to OG
● interpersonal/personalities



2. How do I manage a group? 

Golden Rule: If you plan well, groups do well. 

Said another way: Your planning dictates how well you’ll be able 
to manage a group and how successful kids will be with content.

Said a different way: If you manage your planning and anticipate 
needs, you won’t have to manage kids’ behaviors. 





Other Management Considerations

● Teach/explain/model 
behavioral expectations - 
from the outset, including 
posted procedures and 
schedules

● Directly teach 
procedures/routines and 
hold students accountable 

● Integrated use of positive 
self-talk techniques 
(mantras/raps)

● Use of a workboard/centers

● Do not expect students 
to work together, or to 
know what to do when 
your attention is 
elsewhere - you must 
teach them what to do!

● Integrated motivation 
plans

● Until you can manage a 
group, you cannot play 
games!



How to manage yourself!

● Ongoing data collection; 
create/use structures written 
out in your LP to allow for quick 
recording of students’ skills and 
needs

● Use the “future planning” 
section in your LP - to capture 
your diagnostic thinking

● Use a timer and be a realist!

● Simultaneous 
independent work 
planned ahead (i.e., 
review deck of 
phonograms, while 
teacher works with 
one; LWs practice; 
each kid has their 
own deck)



3. What should I consider when I am planning an OG lesson for 
a pair/small group?

a. Time
b. Organization of teacher/student materials
c. Scope/sequence
d. Data collection and ongoing monitoring
e. Structure of the lesson plan template



a. Time

● Experiences in public school settings tends to dictate 30-minute blocks; 
clear break between decoding/encoding 

● We are realists! - Day 5 can reinforce through more games, and/or 
planning that 2 full lessons will actually happen every week (snow days, 
PD, meetings, etc.)

● Use a timer!



b. Organization of T/S materials

● Materials ready-to-go; multiple sets per/kid
● Teacher notebook

○ Lesson plans
○ Tab per student (assessments, level sheets, etc)

● Student reference notebooks
○ Organized by concepts, syllable division patterns, LWs, 

spelling agreements, spelling generalizations, etc. 
○ Ideally travels from tutoring/classroom work - support 

reading and spelling in the context of general education







c. Scope & Sequence

● Mapped scope/sequence
● Decisions about mastery - 95%+
● Varying pacing based on students’ levels of mastery - 

pairing independent work while you work with one 
around mastery/speedbumps





d. Data Collection & Ongoing Monitoring

● OG level sheets - one for 
each student

● Use of district-based 
measures to monitor skill 
progress (beyond the BAS)

● Note-taking with the lesson 
plan template

● Students track their own data





e. Structure of LP template

● Clear delineation/individualization for each student
● Suggested guidelines for time per component
● Use students and their lives as integral parts of your 

content
● Oral Reading Example - The Goblin



Group Lesson Plan - Sam + Josh

1. Identify a partner
2. Review the Sam/Josh LP - view videos
3. Think/reflect/critique
4. Decide what other ways you could support EACH 

component; How else could the component be addressed?
5. Examine the core principles of OG - have them been met?





Core Principles of OG Approach Evidence

● Multisensory teaching/learning
● Diagnostic and prescriptive
● Direct and explicit instruction
● Systematic, structured, sequential 

phonics and linguistics
● Repetition, reinforcement, feedback, 

checking for understanding, spiraling 
back

● Build from known to unknown, simple 
to complex, concrete to abstract

● High levels of student engagement, 
including inquiry, projects, & personal 
connections

● Cognitive - teaching kids to think
● Emotionally-sound environment



What will you try tomorrow?



Contact us:

greenfieldr@arps.org - Renee
heather_lufkin@yahoo.com - Heather
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